
Strategic Civil Affairs Capabilities and Organizational Design

Imperative when initially developing an organizational model is the identification of

the organization’s capabilities, mission, composition, and core tasks. General (Retired)

Gordon R. Sullivan a former Chief of Staff of the Army stated:

Civil Affairs (CA) is one of the most complex and sensitive
operations in which the U.S. Army can engage, involving the
interface between our soldiers and the civilians in the area of
operations…Civil Affairs is a vital part of our Army, and its soldiers
bridge the dangerous gap between the end of war and the
establishment of a stable foreign government capable of providing
essential services. If we are to win the peace as decisively as we
win the war, Civil Affairs must be a participant in the planning and
execution of Army operations from beginning to end.i

The difficult challenge when developing a strategic CA organization is to ensure that it

includes the capacity to supply a persistent regional and global presence in order to

shape the strategic civil environment through military operations, IA coordination, and

Nongovernmental Organization (NGO) cooperation. Mandatory in any design targets

capacities that concentrate on necessary civil military integration through joint,

interagency, NGO, and international organization coordination and cooperation while

conducting COIN or SSTRO missions. Finally, other required capabilities include

supporting the planning, coordination, execution, and synchronization of global CAO

and Civil Military Engagement (CME) in support of national objectives and the

Geographic Combatant Commander's (GCC) theater security cooperation initiatives.

“There is a definite role for strategic civil affairs planning at various levels of

government, including the Executive Office of the President, the National Security

Council, several elements in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and in uniformed

organizations, at the Joint Staff as well as on the staffs of theater commanders.”ii



Derived from USSOCOM’s Joint Psychological Operations Support Element (JPSE)

mission statement, the proposed strategic CA organization mission would be to plan,

conduct, prioritize, and synchronize global CAO through the global force management

of joint CA capabilities and capacity. The organization leverages coordination and

cooperation with interagency, nongovernmental organizations while simultaneously

establishing, sharing, maintaining, and exploiting global civil information in order to

ultimately achieve U.S. national objectives.

A strategic CA organization comprises a sophisticated mix of senior civilian and

military personnel capable of providing global CA support to DOD, GCC, the Joint Staff,

and the IA in order to fully understand strategic objectives. The challenge when

developing a strategic CA organizational design is to avoid establishing a military centric

organization. The organization should be led by a General, Flag, or SES level officer. It

should include an adequate joint AC and Reserve Component (RC) mix of personnel,

comprehensive and integrated interagency representation, regional and language

expertise, and robust resourcing for manning and equipment. Most importantly, the

organizational design necessitates structural depth in order to expressly support other

headquarters liaison requirements. Also required is a design that incorporates functional

specialist expertise capabilities such as water distribution, energy, public administration,

legal, governance, elections, finance, education, and public health. The final strategic

CA organization design component offers a standing scalable, modular, and deployable

capability to perform global strategic CA missions.

The strategic CA organizations specified and implied core tasks include training,

resourcing, planning, operations, civil information management, and facility



management. Acting as a strategic partner with USSOCOM and the services supports

their responsibilities for the implementation of training, manning and equipping of the

joint CA force.iii Accomplishing resourcing through USSOCOM, or direct from DOD,

facilitates the successful participation in planning, programming, budgeting, and

execution cycles of a GCC or Service. The task of developing strategic CA campaign

plans in support of DOD, Joint Staff, IA, and GCC assists in identifying the long term

causes of instability, analyzing civil vulnerabilities through infrastructure assessments,

coordinating with other elements of national power, and synchronizing capabilities and

capacity with the interagency and NGOs. Operational core tasks accomplish global,

regional, and functional CA missions in a broad range of operational venues furthering

U.S national security and military objectives. The civil information core task requires the

organization to share civil information for measuring CAO global effectiveness and

managing information that facilitates the ultimate transition of CAO operations to

interagency, host nation, or an international organization. Finally, the strategic CA

facility management core task ensures that the organization occupies an adequate,

modern, and fully effective facility. This facility maximizes and leverages access,

coordination, and collaboration with other interested partners and organizations.
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The strategic CA organizational design model reflected in Figure 1 presents a joint

solution that places emphasis in the areas of operations, plans, programs, requirements

and resourcing, and national Capital Region (NCR) coordination. The operations

division performs global, regional, and functional specialty planning and execution. A

key priority for the strategic CA organization’s operations division is to develop and

formalize a relationship with other national level entities including the Department of

State (DOS) Center for Complex Operations. The Center for Complex Operations

integrates existing interagency training, education, research, experimentation, and

lessons learned for stability operations.iv The plans, programs, requirements, and

resourcing division performs assessments as it relates to strategic planning, future

programming of resources, and the execution of current year funding. Next, the NCR

office interacts in the DOD and interagency environment as well as participating in wide



ranging national level policy forums. A proposed name for the new organization is

problematic based on final designation of command and control and mission guidance

on strategic CA activities and functions. A possible nomenclature derived from the first

CAD and ECAD is Strategic Civil Affairs Division (SCAD). Finally, one promising

solution set, recommended by several senior CA leaders, is that the USACAPOC be

transformed into a strategic CA organization. Augmented with joint and IA capabilities,

USACAPOC could perform as a Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) subordinate

command maintaining an innovative organizational structure for stabilization and

reconstruction missions.v The exact strategic location and assignment of this proposed

strategic CA organization should be in CONUS and somewhere other than Fort Bragg

or MacDill, AFB where civilian, military, and IA capacities can be leveraged; preferably

in the NCR.
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